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A closed subspace Fin a Banach space X is called almost Chebyshev if the set 
of x E X which fail to have unique best approximation in F is contained in a 
first category subset. We prove, among other results, that if X is a separable 
Banach space which is either locally uniformly convex or has the Radon-Nikodym 
property, then “almost all” closed subspaces are almost Chebyshev. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. For each x E X, we say 
that J- E K is a best approximation to x from K if 
11X-Y :/ := inf(il x - z /j : I E K}. 
The set K is said to have property U, if best approximation in K with respect 
to x is unique. K is called Chehyshev if it has property U, for each x E X. 
When K is a closed subspace, we call it a ChebJvheu subspace. It is known 
that if Xis strictly convex, then any finite-dimensional subspace is Chebyshev. 
There exist separable nonstrictly convex spaces which do not have any 
finite-dimensional or finite-codimensional Chebyshev subspace (e.g., Ll[O, I] 
[7, 91) and there are some without any infinite-dimensional Chebyshev 
subspace (e.g., c, [3]). In connection with this, there arises the question of 
whether a Banach space contains subspaces that are “close” to Chebyshev 
subspaces. 
In [IO], SteEkin introduced the concept of “almost Chebyshev.” A set K is 
called almost Chebysheu if the set of x in X such that K fails to have property 
U, is contained in a set of first category. He proved that if X is a uniformly 
convex Banach space, then every closed subset in X is almost Chebyshev. 
In [3], Garkavi showed that if Xis separable, then for any reflexive subspace 
Fin X, there exists an almost Chebyshev subspace (in fact, many) E in X 
which is B-isomorphic to F. 
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In this paper, we will study the almost Chebyshev subspaces in certain 
classes of Banach spaces: those with the locally uniformly convex norms and 
those with the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) [2. 5: 81. The latter class 
contains all reflexive Banach spaces, dual separable Banach space>. or more 
generally, dual Banach spaces which are weakly compact generated. RecentI!,. 
Sundaresan [ll] (cf. also [12]) showed that if (S, ;‘A. p) is a finite measut-c 
space and if X is a Banach space with the RNP. then L,,(S. .H. ,L. .\(‘) ;ilso 
has the RNP for I -, 11 <: cy;. Our main result is that if X is ;t \ep:tr:tble 
Banach space which is locally uniformly convex or has the Radon--Nikodym 
property, then “almost all” closed subspaces are almost Chebyshev (Theorem!, 
3.5, 3.7, Corollary 3.8). 
In Section 2. we introduce some definitions and lemmas. WC prove 111~ 
main theorem in Section 3. Section 4 is for sotne remarks and open quehtictnc. 
2. DEFI~ITIOSS AYL) PREXIMINARIES 
Throughout we \\ill consider real Ban& spaces: we use X8 to denote the 
dual of X. Suppose K is :I convex subset in X. a point s E K is called an 
exposed point of K if there exists an ,f~ X” such that -f(x) .J’(j’) for all 
.): E K. ,t‘ ~j .Y. It is called a strong!t~ exj)osed/joirtt of K it is an exposed point 
and satisfies: for {.I+,,) Z K. j(s,,)-+J’(x). then s, -+ .Y in norm. The 
corresponding functionals to the strongly exposed points in K are called 
slrong/y exl~osi/lg,firltctio,la/s. We use K,’ to denote the set of strongly exposing 
functionals of K. 
A Banach space X is said to have the Rallon-Niko~~~~ pr0pert.i’ (RNP) it’ 
for any given cr-algebra .a on a set Q. any finite positive measure /.L on M’. 
and any X-valued tneasure III on .H of finite total variation absolutely i-on- 
tinuous with respect to CL, there exists an X-valued Bochner measurable 
functionJi Q -+ X such that n?(E) JE.f’~p for EE .H’ (cf., e.g., [2]). One of 
the geometric characterizations of such spaces. which is relevant in here. 
is that [8]: ecerj’ bounclrd closed cotivex stthset is tl7e closecl cortt’L’.Y lllrll of’ 
its stror7g/~~ e.y?osec/points. In [5, 61, it is observed that 
PROPOSITION 2. I. Ler X be a Banal space \r,itlt the RNP. T/m ji~r UIIJ’ 
hounded closed colll:ex subset K it7 X. the set of’strong!\~ e.~posingfirnctionals K 1 
qf K is a c/ewe GA in X*. 
A Banach space is called /OCU//J~ unij’iwni/j~ conrex if for any .I- in .\ with 
,:x1 1 and E . 0, there exists 6 il 0 such that whenever ’ s ,I’ F 
with ‘j ~3 I 1, ‘1 s J‘ :! <” 2( 1 -~ 8). It follows easily from the definition 
that each boundary point of the closed unit sphere S of a locally uniformly 
convex space is a strongly exposed point of S. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a locally uniform@ cotwex space, then SA 
is a dense Gs in X*. 
Proof. The above remark shows that every support functional of S is 
also a strongly exposing functional. By the theorem of Bishop and Phelps 
on support functionals [l], the set S-’ is dense in X*. That S” is a dense G6 
follows that for n =: 1, 2,..., the sets 
G, =z {f~ X* : diam(x E S : f(x) > ‘ifI/ - a) < I/n for some a > 0) 
are open and S* := ny=, G,, 
DEFNIITION 2.3. A Banach space X is said to have property (P) if for 
each closed subspace F in X, the set of strongly exposing functionals of the 
closed unit sphere of F is a dense G6 in F*. 
Note that the Radon-Nikodym property and locally uniform convexity 
are hereditary. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 show that these two classes of Banach 
spaces have property (P). 
To conclude this section, we will prove a topological lemma. A Hausdorff 
topological space Xis called a Baire space if the intersection of any sequence 
of open dense subsets in X is again dense in X. It is easy to show that any 
complete metric space is a Baire space. Suppose X, Y are two sets and 
suppose G is a subset in X x Y. For each y E Y, we use G, , the y-section of G, 
to denote the set {x E X : (x, 4’) c: G}. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a complete separable metric space and let Y be a 
Baire space. Suppose G is a dense Gs subset in X x Y; let 
A = ( y E Y : G, is a dense G8 in X]. 
Then A is a dense G6 in Y. 
Proof. We may assume that G is an open dense subset in X >< E the 
general case follows by taking countable intersection. Let G = ui (Vi x Vi> 
where Ui and Vi are open subsets of X, Y, respectively. Let {xn> be a countable 
dense set in X and for each m, n, let N(x, , l/m) be the neighborhood of x, 
with radius I/m. Let 
We claim that A,,(, is dense in Y. For otherwise, we can find an open subset 
Win Y such that W n A,, = 0. This implies (N(x, , l/m) x W) n G = O, 
contradicting that G is a dense set in X x Y. Note that each A,,,, is open, 
hence A = nm,n A,, is a dense G, in Y. It remains to show that for each 
4’ E A, G, is a dense G8 in X. Indeed, for any HI, n there exists U, x Vi _C G 
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such that ~3 E I*‘, and .Y E N(s,, , I :)I)) n U, ( ), i.e.. G,, is denre in X. We 
complete the proof by observing that G,, is open in .Y (for G is assumed open). 
Let X be a Sanach space. we use @ to denote the family of closed subspaces 
in A’. For E. F f- 0, define 
p(E, r-j maxi sup inf .Y .i’ . SLIP mt .\- -~ I‘ ;. 
‘9 i 1 1 ;.,,!~-I 1, : 1 
‘! i if .,FF ilC r 
It is proved in [4] that (0, p) is a complete metric space. k’or f1. f.-c 8. we 
say that E, F are B-isot??orp/?ic if there exists an isomorphism T from X onto 
X with T(E) F [3]. Let O(E) denote the family of closed subspaces in X 
which are B-isomorphic to I;: In 131. Garkavi introduced another metric ,?I 
on OiF): 
where E. E’ E @(I;) and the infimum is taken over all B-isomorphisms r from 
E onto E’. He also proved that (O(F). Jo) is a complete metric space and that ij 
is stronger than p on O(F) (in fact. p 6): if jF‘ is of finite dimension or 
finite codimension in .Y. then p and p arc equivalent. 
(i) t/we esists atr isotiiorjthistii T : ,Y- t .\; wit/t T( 15,) f. trtfd 
lll~lx(~ 7‘ . T ’ : I 4 / ,x : 
(ii) [f 0 < E i A utztl~ J‘ ~. ,y ., t. theta p(E. E’) 206; 
(iii) lf’ X is a subspace qf’ attotlter Banach sl~aw X, . cottsider E. F as 
shpaces it7 A’ I ; then msertiom (i). (ii) still hold. 
Proqfi Assertion (a) is proved in 13, Lemma II]: the isomorphism 7‘: 
A’ -+ X with T(E) F can be chosen as 
7:u .\- -; (,f(s) ,qS(.u))r, .\’ E .A’. 
where z satisfies 
j(3) =.5(z) I and z 4 
and T- 1 is given by 
T--1.r .Y ( ,y(x) -.f(.Y))Z 
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Without loss of generality, assume j/ x iI = 1. Hence 
< 1 - II X + (f(X) - g(X)) Z 1: +- I./(-~) -- g(X)l . II z /i 
1 -- 4E I -4E 
By (i), we know that max{lj T 1)) i) T-l ‘,I (c I + 4~. Hence 
For (iii), it suffices to extend f - g on X, without increasing the norm 
[3, Lemma lITa]. 
We use S,(x) to denote the closed sphere of radius r and center at x. If the 
center is 0, we simply use S, instead. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a closed subspace in a Banach space X, let x0 E X(F, 
and let X0 be the subspace generated by F and x, . Suppose there exists a 
functionalf E X0* such that J-‘(O) = F and f exposes a point of the closed 
unit sphere of X0 ; then F has property Ur .for each x E: X,, . 
Proof. Suppose '1.f 1,: = 1 andf exposes the closed unit sphere of X,, at y,, . 
For each x E X,,\F, we may assume that f(x) = r > 0 (otherwise, consider 
-f). We have 
F I’I S,(x) : {x - rv,,]. 
This implies F has property U, ? i.e., x - r?‘,, is the unique point in F satisfies 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a Banach space with property (Pj and let F be 
a closed hyperplane in X. Then the set of Cheb)vheu subspaces in @(F) is a 
dense Gs in (o(F), p). 
Proof. Note that the metric p” and p are equivalent in e(F). The conclusion 
follows from the definition of property (P), Lemma 3.1(b) and Lemma 3.2. 
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suppose K, ) K, are bounded subsets in X. F is a closed subspace in X. 
and suppose s i X!I;‘; we let 
diam K, sup: .Y ,I‘ : .Y. J t- IY,;. 
t/(K, . K’,) inf[r : K, K, S. ti, k, s,;. 
and for each N 0. we define 
C(u. .Y. k-) (f- (I c7j.y) n S 
It is clear that lim,, ,, diam C(u. s, F) 0 if alid c;tll) if .Y i\ ;I \ll.<~ngi\ 
exposed point of S ~. n A’,, where X,, is the subspacc generated b) i‘:\nJ .Y: 
the corresponding strongly exposing functionals are the ,j’ in .\;,” \\ ith 
,j-~‘(O) = F. In such a case, by Lemma 3.1. F has property I’, 
i.e., (.Y’, E’) E L’,, This implies U,, is open. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a separable Banach space with property (P). Let 
F be a closed subspace in X, then the set of almost Chebyshev subspaces in O(F) 
contains a dense G, in (O(F), p”). 
Proof. We first show that for each x E X, there exists a dense subset in 
O(F) such that each member of the subset has property 0;:. Indeed, for 
any E E O(F) and for any 1 > E > 0, consider the subspaces X, generated by 
E and x (assume that x # E, otherwise the result is trivial). Let f E Xl* such 
that ;f,f’;l == 1 and f-‘(O) = E. Note that X, also has property (P); there 
exists g E XI*, a strongly exposing functional of the closed unit sphere of X, 
with I! g i! = 1 and /if - g (I < (20)-l E. Let E’ := g-l(O), then ,ii(E, E’) ( 6 
(Lemma 3.1) and E’ has property U, (Lemma 3.2). 
For each x, let &9X denote the set of those members E’ of 8(F) which 
correspond to strongly exposing functionals of the unit balls of the subspaces 
generated by E and x, E E O(F) ( as above). Then 9’J is dense in O(F). For 
each fr, Jet 
U, = ((x, E) E X x O(F) : diam C(a, x, E) -: I/n for some a > 0). 
By the remark preceding Lemma 3.4, we see that the x section of n,“=, U,* 
equals gz. Hence Lemma 3.4 and the above imply that nzzf=, U, is a dense G,; 
for each (x, E) E nTzI U, , E has property U, . 
Note that X is a separable Banach space and O(F) is a complete metric 
space: Lemma 2.4 implies that there exists a dense G6 subset 9 in O(F) with 
the property that for each E E 9, there exists a dense G6 subset DE in X such 
that for x E D, , (x, E) c fizz’=, U, . This means that each member in 9 is 
almost Chebyshev and we complete the proof. 
By using the same proof as Lemma 3.4, we have 
LEMMA 3.6. Let X be a Banach space and let 0 be the family of closed 
subspaces in X. For each n, let 
V, = {(x, F) E X x 0 : diam C(a, x, F) < ljnfor some a > 0} 
Then Vn is an open subset in X x 0. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let X be a separable Banach space with property (P). 
Then the family of almost Chebyshev subspaces contains a dense Gs in (0, p). 
Proof. For each x E X, E E 0, and E > 0, we can find a closed subspace 
E’ which is B-isomophic to E, with property U, and p”(E, E’) < 6 (the first 
part of the proof of the last theorem). Note that p(E, E’) < p”(E, E’). This 
implies that the set of closed subspaces with property U, is dense in 0. Now 
consider the dense G, set fir=, V, where V’, == ((x, E) E X x 0 : diam 
C(u, x, E) ( l/n for some a > 01. By exactly the same argument as last 
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theorem, we conclude that the bet of almost Chebysheb subspaces of .\’ 
contains a dense GA in (0. p). 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 pLltXi;ill> ~enerali~cd the rcauita c;i Gill-k:i\,i 13 
considering the reflexive subspaces 01‘ separable Eanaclr spaces and IIK 
weak* closed subspaces of separable conjugltc Barach cpacc’s. One tit hi\ 
examples (c,) says that there exists a separable Hanach xpace v~hicll doe\ 
not have any nonreflexive almoLt Chebyshev subspace. Hence bomc rebtric- 
lions OII the subspaces or the Hanacl~ space are essential. The on11 place \\e 
use the separability is to prove Lemma 2.4. The lemma is not true without 
that condition. We are interested to knots whether Theorems 3.5. ?.7 \\iil 
still hold for Banach spaces with propert)’ (P) in general. In pzr~icular. 
are the theorems true for any reflexive Banach spaces ? 
It is proved by Ste?kin [lo] that in a uniformly convex Banach space. e\cry 
closed subset is almost Chebyshev. (Note that the problem is trivial fQr closed 
convex sets in such spaces). Also, there are examples that there is ;L sep:tr:iblc 
reflexive strictly convex space. and that the above result does not hold [ 131. 
It is natural to ask: For what kind of spaces is it true that every closed subset 
is almost Chebyshev? Will it be true in a !c~ally uniformly convex r-eilexi\c 
Banach space? Since Banach spaces with the RNP are characterized h> the 
property that every bounded closed convex set ib the closed convex hull 01 
its strongly exposed points, it is also interesting to consider the best approsim- 
ations for bounded closed sets in such spaces. Indeed, in [13], Edelslein prove 
that if K is a closed COIZZYX set in a Banach space with the RNP, then the set 
which admits best approximation in K is a weakly dense subset in X. 
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